Seeding Change is a national training base for young Asian American organizers. We steward the personal and political development of leaders working in frontline organizations that build the power of working-class Asian Americans for social, economic, and gender justice.

Asian American young people trained (ages 18-28)
250+
years of developing the movement infrastructure needed to organize our communities
33
partner organizations building power in working class communities

foundations of organizing principles and practice:
Fellows enter the field of organizing through a summer practicum at one of our partner organizations, bookended by a seven-day introductory intensive and a weekend closing retreat.

peer coaching circle
ongoing support:
Organizers meet monthly to give and receive coaching. It is a place to celebrate successes, think through challenges, and set goals for the lives and worlds we hope to build.

alumnx program
lifelong accompaniment:
Staff and alumnx committees convene national reunions, regional workshops, and other opportunities for our community to continue learning and growing with one another.

Seeding Change was a lesson in community healing that I will take with me for the rest of my life, and a model I try to emulate every day when I meet and work with Asian American youth today.

It kept me organizing for 9 more years when I wanted to quit in my first year.

7 out of 10 of our alumni go on to become organizers beyond the fellowship.

Thank you to our host organizations, past and present: